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Abstract 

A need to stabilize the reforestation of Swedish forests has given the mechanical planting machines an 

increased importance for the Swedish forest industry. The early machines and devices suffered from 

lack of reliability, while the newer machines used today suffer from lack of productivity and utilize a 

30 year old design. This thesis has been carried out on behalf of the Swedish University of 

Agricultural Sciences (SLU) in Umeå, to continue developing the technologies for mechanized 

planting.  

Benchmarking of existing devices was carried out to increase the knowledge about earlier problems 

and successes. The benchmarking comprises basic information about the most influential mechanical 

planting machines throughout the last three decades and influenced the following need finding as well 

as the detail design of the final device. The need finding process clarifies the problem to be solved in 

order to design a successful device by dissecting it to its core values and answers what the customer 

really needs. The need finding was based on research and interviews carried out with manufacturers 

and operators. Knowledge from the benchmarking and need finding worked as a base to establish a 

product specification. 

To generate a wide variety of ideas a group of people from different backgrounds was invited to 

creative workshops, which generated many concepts that was screened and evaluated according to the 

product specification. The final concept was designed in CAD software and FEM simulations were 

carried out on critical parts to verify the design. 

The result is a detailed design of a three headed planting device concept that satisfy the required 

properties to operate with higher productivity than existing devices on the market and serve also as the 

foundation for building a prototype.  
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1. Introduction 
What are the reasons that the majority of the reforestation is carried out by manual planting in the 

Nordic countries? Most forestry operations experienced a mechanical revolution decades ago but 

planting is still carried out manually. Although many mechanical planting devices and machines have 

been built but only a few designs are in use today. How should a tree planting device be designed to 

improve the reforestation in the Nordic countries and convince the industry that a higher profit can be 

achieved through mechanization? What are the key features that a successful planting device must 

contain? Due to typical conditions in the forest the device need to be agile enough to avoid obstacles 

and at the same time robust enough to function for long periods of time without maintenance and 

repair. The few mechanical devices in use today utilize excavators as base machines but could the 

industry shift to a more positive attitude towards mechanized planting if a device could be used on a 

harvester or forwarder as well?  

The purpose of this thesis is to increase the knowledge of mechanical planting, to be considered when 

creating a successful three headed planting device concept. 

1.1. Background 
Methods to mechanize tree planting for silvicultural purposes has been tried and evaluated for many 

decades with its peak in the mid-1960s and the Silva Nova, described in 5.2.1. Today there are only a 

few planting device operating in the Swedish forestry. In Finland mechanized planting are more 

utilized with roughly 30 devices operating, all devices are mounted on excavators. In the Nordic 

countries the overall mechanized planting does not exceed 5 % of all planting [1]. Most forest owners 

reforest with manual planting device due to tradition and low cost. A problem that is arising is an 

expected lack of labour, people are becoming pickier when choosing jobs and forest owners tend to 

decrease their interest in working in their own forest as they move to urban areas. 

Continuous forwarding planting machines were popular in the beginning of the mechanization of tree 

planting however today are crane mounted devices that operates intermittently [2] the only ones in use 

in Nordic forestry [1]. Although mechanical planting is still slow to be able to compete fully 

economically with manual planting, it tends to produce better planting quality. 

Field studies have shown that a two headed planting device is more effective than a single headed [1] 

and simulations have showed that a three headed, crane mounted planting device could further 

increase the productivity of mechanical planting [3]. 

1.2. Project stakeholder 
The idea of the thesis is partly the result of research at The Department of Forest Biomaterials and 

Technology at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences in Umeå, who are also financing this 

thesis. Back Tomas Ersson obtained his Phd in mechanized tree planting with the supervision of Urban 

Bergsten, and they are the two most involved personnel. 

Forest companies, specialized in mechanized planting that could benefit from the result e.g. Bracke 

Forest who develop and sells the P.11a and has been giving advice on the technical aspects of the 

development. 

My supervisor and examiner, Jonas Pavasson and Magnus Karlberg. 

1.3. Project objectives and goals 
The objective of this thesis is to produce evidence that a three headed planting device could be built 

and hence produce higher profitability for mechanized tree planting and give the forest industry 

incentives to further develop similar technology. 
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A more efficient and more reliable planting machine would at least partly solve the expected labor 

shortage and simplify administrative problems when planning for hundreds of thousands of trees 

which are to be planted every year as well as produce better and more reliable planting results. 

1.4. Scope 
Limitations are needed to narrow down the work space. Some limitations has been given by the stake 

holder (Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences) and some additional has been selected by me and 

my supervisors. 

 The device should be able to prepare the soil and plant a seedling at three microsites 

simultaneously. 

 The device should be able to prepare the soil and plant a seedling at one or two microsites if 

necessary. 

 The device should plant and prepare the soil with equal or better results than the planting 

devices on the market today. 

 The device should be designed to be carried and utilized by an excavator, forwarder or 

harvester. 

 The device should be used when the base machine is stationary. 

 The device should be designed to operate in similar environments as the existing planting 

devices used today. 

 The result should be a CAD-model of such level of detail that its use and functionality is easy 

to understand. 

1.5. Delimitations 
Research aimed to improve the planting quality of seedlings i.e. information about seedlings, soil 

preparation and planting is gathered and used as is. No effort is spent on developing these processes. 

Neither will a physical prototype or drawing be made. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 
To fully comprehend the needs and framework of mechanized planting requires additional information 

about forestry and forest machines. 

2.1. Terrain properties 
The terrain of a clearcut can be classified with the Swedish Terrain Classification System. The 

classification rates the terrain after three properties, rating from 1-5, where 1 is considered the best.  

The first property is ground condition or bearing capacity, which determines the grounds strength to 

carry load. This depends on the type of soil, soil humidity and reinforcement. Reinforcement can be 

stones, boulders and tree residue. 

Surface structure is the second property, which describes the presence of obstacles in terms of height 

or depth and frequency. Typical obstacles on a clearcut are rocks, stubs and gaps. This ranges from 4-

40 to over 4000 obstacles/ha. The frequency is measured by the average distance between the 

obstacles or by number per hectare.  

The third property is inclination, and ranges from the lowest, 0-6° to 27° and above. This requires a 

distance of at least 25 meters to be considered properly measured [4]. 

2.2. Mounding 
Spot mounding is a soil preparation method that scrapes a piece of humus and mineral soil and places 

it upside down on top of the ground. The optimal mound where the seedling is to be planted contains 

of a core of humus and a 10 cm layer of mineral soil on top. The mineral soil protects the seedling 

from pine weevils and the humus beneath supply with nutrients [5]. According to the Swedish Forest 

Agency a mounding area of 40x50 cm is preferred. The seedling requires 10 to 20 cm of mineral soil 

from its stem to the surrounding vegetation in order to be protected from the pine weevils. 

Additionally, a well prepared mound also provides the seedling with higher temperature in the root 

zone to prevent frost damage. By turning a piece of the soil upside down, the competing vegetation is 

remove and becomes together with the humus, a core of nutrition underneath the mineral soil [6]. 

Although the soil preparation contributes with many benefits for the seedling, the reason of the process 

differs in different parts of Sweden. In the northern parts where the soil temperature is more crucial, 

the raised temperature is of more interest, compared to the south where the pine weevil is a more 

common problem. 

2.3. Inverting 
Inverting as a soil preparation method is when a piece of the ground, preferably humus and mineral 

soil, is turned upside down and placed on the same location it was dug up from. The result is mineral 

soil on top of a layer of humus, levelled with the surrounding ground [7]. It can be described as 

mounding except that the piece of soil is placed in the hole it came from. Inverting causes a 16% 

reduced productivity compared to mounding [8]. 

2.4. Patch scarification 
Patch scarification is the procedure when the humus is scraped off of the underlying mineral soil. The 

major difference from the above mentioned methods in chapter 2.2 and 2.3 is that the humus is 

removed from the planting site. The benefit of this method is that it is gentle to the ground, although 

the method suffers from sensitivity of rocks, which can damage the quality of the soil preparation [9]. 

2.5. Efficiency 
Mechanical availability (MA) has a great influence on the average planting cost and is therefore a very 

important aspect of the development of a planting device [1]. To evaluate the MA a simplified model 

can be used. 
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𝐴 =
𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒

𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒 + 𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 + 𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝑚𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡
 

The model for availability A includes 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒, the mean time between failures of the machine, 

𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 is the mean time to service, 𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the mean time to repair and 𝑚𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡 is the mean time 

waiting for reparation or parts [10]. Figure 1 shows an indicative example to demonstrate the 

relationship between mechanical availability and mean time between failures, 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒. To measure 

mechanical availability is however difficult from a designer viewpoint since there will not be any 

results until the prototype is eventually built and tested, which is out of the scope for this thesis. 

Therefore will this knowledge serve more as a guide throughout the product development process, 

instead of trying to estimate time spent on service, repair and waiting time. 

 

Figure 1. Mechanical availability depending on mean time between failure 

A tool or machine is said to be reliable when its works as intended, whenever it is used. Anything 

from a complex system to the smallest detail can be scrutinized in terms of reliability. If something 

works every time without interruptions it is 100 % reliable. Although this is seldom the case for most 

machines, regardless of how well designed and maintained they are. Often machines are developed 

until a sufficient reliability is achieved. A mathematical formulation of reliability can be expressed as 

follows. 

 

 
𝑅(𝑡) = 𝑒−

𝑡
𝑚 

1 

 

Which gives the chance of the subject being reliable for a given time t, where m is the mean time 

between failures, derived from tests. A machine that is built up by several underlying functions and 

sub-systems that depends on each other in order to function as intended reduces the machines total 

reliability to the product of all functions individual reliabilities. 

 𝑅(𝑡)𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑅(𝑡)1 ∙ 𝑅(𝑡)2 … ∙ 𝑅(𝑡)𝑛 2 

 

Testing and evaluation needs to be performed on an eventual prototype for an accurate reliability. This 

however demonstrates the importance to maintain a high reliability in all parts that depend on each 

other, and reduce the interdependency as much as possible [10]. 
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2.6. Tiltrotator 
A tiltrotator is a hydraulic attachment used between the boom of an excavator and the tool, usually a 

bucket. It allows the tool to rotate 360° and tilt ±45°. One model designed for excavators of 24-25 

metric ton, weighs 460 kg.  

Similar and more lightweight devices exist without the tilting function, called rotators. 

2.7. Swingdamper 
Many harvesters utilize a swingdamper between the boom tip and the harvesting head in order to hold 

stems upright after cutting a tree. The benefit of the swingdamper is it’s the ability to carry and move 

objects in a hanging fashion but still be able to stop the joint movements to retain control.  
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3. Product development process 
The method of this work is a combination of SIRIUS Masterplan, a product development process 

presented in the advanced project course SIRIUS at Luleå University of Technology and the product 

development process presented by Karl T. Ulrich and Steven D. Eppinger in Product Design and 

Development [11]. Both the product development processes of SIRIUS Masterplan and Ulrich and 

Eppinger are too large for the scope of this thesis to be followed in detail and therefore have following 

phases shown in Figure 2 been chosen. 

 

Figure 2. Phases of the product development process used in this thesis 

3.1. Planning 
A preliminary plan was created to answer as many questions as possible early in the project, in order 

to expose and eliminate problems before they arise. Most of the introduction in this report can be 

derived from this phase.  

3.2. Concept Development 
The Concept Development phase is intended to give important knowledge about the subject of the 

work, this is referred to as design space exploration by the SIRIUS Masterplan. Although the design 

space is increased throughout the project as more knowledge is obtained about the subject, it is 

beneficial to gather as much relevant information as early as possible. 

3.2.1. Needfinding and Benchmarking 

Needfinding includes clarifying the needs that will influence the characteristics and design of the 

product, without considering how a task or problem is carried out or solved today. In order to perform 

a needfinding one has to discover the existing needs for the product for all the persons affected by the 

product; operators, machine owners and forest owners. 

The Concept Development phase is continued by doing a benchmarking of existing technology of the 

subject. This is carried out to explore the market in terms of competing products. How has the problem 

been solved before? What technologies are used? By screening the competitors for pros and cons can a 

better understanding be obtained for what types of solutions that may work. 

3.2.2. Product Specifications 

The product specification is a set of measureable properties regarding the design and performance of 

the product, based on the needs from the previous phase. The product specification needs to be 

presented in quantifiable parameters that the concepts and final product can be measured against. The 

product specification must be defined in a way that does not imply any kind of solution. 

3.2.3. Creative methods 

There exists several creative methods for concept generation, in this thesis the method used is called 

shifting. A group of 5-7 people are first asked to come up with ideas individually during five minutes 

and then they are asked to share their ideas with each other during another five minutes. The session is 

followed by another five minutes where the participants go back to come up with ideas individually, 

they are however free to build upon others participants ideas, modify them of come up with 
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completely new ideas. The major benefit of this method is the combination of letting everyone speak 

their mind without being interrupted by socially dominant personas, as well as they get the creative 

exchange from each other by sharing their ideas [12]. 

3.2.4. Concept selection 

To compare the created concepts, two different selection methods were utilized. According to the 

Pugh concept selection method one concept is chosen to be a reference while the others are compared 

against the reference concept, if one concept is considered better than the reference on a criteria it is 

noted with “+”, equal to the reference with a “0” and worse than the reference with a “-“. All the “+” 

and “-“ is added together and the concepts with a higher score are to be considered better. This method 

only evaluates the concepts against one chosen reference and therefore fails to compare the concepts 

directly between them, although a better score indicates a higher value of the concept and therefore 

can the assumption be stated that higher scoring concepts should give better results [11]. 

The other method used for concept selection is the weighted matrix. All concepts are rated after a set 

of criteria which are based on the product specifications. The specifications are given a weight which 

the ranking is multiplied with. Hence can criteria that are deemed more important be given a higher 

weight and have a greater impact on the result for the concept [11]. 

3.3. System level design 
The chosen sub functions set the product hierarchy. The product hierarchy should be redundant 

enough to comprise every possible feature of the product. 

First the problem needs to be clarified in general terms. Based on the product specification the 

problem is decomposed into sub problems , e.g. if the task was to design a car, one sub problem could 

be “translate stored energy to translational energy”. This can be graphically visualized with a black 

box as shown in Figure . 

 

Figure 3. Example of how a black box represent an unknown solution 

3.4. Detail level design 
By using the concept selection methods above, a large number of concepts and sub concepts can be 

reduced to one system concept for continued development in the detailed design phase. At this phase 

the final design and performance of the product is relatively clear . Additionally are the sub concepts 

to be designed in detail, the geometry is to be defined and material chosen for the components. 

Siemens NX is provided by the university and will be the used CAD-software in this project. 
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4. Planning 
The thesis started by planning the work according to the gantt schedule in Figure 4. Each part was 

given a certain amount of weeks depending on the expected required time. About half of the time was 

used to explore the design space to get a deep understanding of the problem, this included 

benchmarking of existing devices and investigate to conditions and requirements for the type of 

concept that were to be created. After the product specifications was decided was the concept 

generation initiated to be followed by concept selection. The last five weeks was used to design the 

chosen concept. One week was used as a buffer to compensate for holidays and unexpected work, and 

one week was given to prepare the final presentations. 

 

Figure 4 Gantt schedule of the planned work 
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5. Concept Development 
During the concept development phase the framework for the project is decided. The needs are studied 

from various different points of views as well as earlier solutions to the problem are taken into 

account. All information in this phase is compiled to a list of criteria, the product specification, which 

works as a check list for the continuing concept generation and concept evaluation. 

5.1. Needfinding 
As a part of the concept development, the needfinding was performed to clarify the needs for the 

customer. The customer is here referred to as three different stakeholders, the engineering company 

that develops, market and sell the device, the one that purchase the device in order to sell planting as a 

service and the forest owners.  

5.1.1. Biology 

The major reforestation method of today is manual planting. Seedlings are pre grown at nursery 

gardens and then transported to the clear cut, which is usually prepared by disc trenching or spot 

mounding which leaves open mineral soil for the workers to plant the seedlings in. Except for manual 

planting represents natural regeneration and sowing 24 % together of the reforestation methods [13]. 

Planting seedlings in prepared soil is necessary to provide a head start i.e., crucial for the survivability 

of the tree [5]. The surrounding soil of the plant becomes free from other vegetation and the seedling 

will not compete for light, water and nutrients. Depending on the composition of the soil and the 

geographical climate, different soil preparation methods will have different impact of the overall 

result. 

The position of the planted seedling is of great importance in mounds or patch scarified microsites. If a 

seedling is planted in the bottom of the pit it is likely to suffer from lack of oxygen. Planting on top of 

the mound solves most of the problems with oxygen supply and pine weevils, but doesn’t provide the 

seedling with enough water, especially if the mound is small in volume. This is however solved by 

placing the seedling deeper down in the mound. Planting the seedling deep enough that it reaches the 

middle layer of humus also greatly reduces the risk of frost heaving [6] [14].  

Different soil preparation methods need to be used depending on the ground and soil properties. Disc 

trenching causes high soil disturbance and has gradually been replaced by some kind of spot 

preparation . The spot preparation methods do not only decrease the impact on the forest but also 

increases growth and survivability [15]. 

5.1.2. Microsite 

The typical clear cut is usually a difficult work environment. Stones, stumps and harvesting residue 

limit the suitable area for mounding and planting, although more than 75 % of slash is removed when 

harvesting in southern Sweden [16]. Furthermore, the ground can vary in smoothness and incline e.g., 

Södra Skog does not allow seedlings to be planted with an angle over 30° from the vertical plane [17]. 

Although the site might be of the lowest degree of incline, the ground can contain local slopes and 

holes which the design of the planting device needs to be prepared for.  

Naturally, a higher density of obstacles decreases the chance of finding a suitable microsite to prepare 

and plant in. Stones larger than 8 dm3 are considered to prevent the possibility to mound and 1 dm3 are 

considered to be the limit of stone size for planting [16]. Finding a suitable microsite becomes even 

more challenging when multiple planting heads are introduced due to the limited combinations of 

multiple microsites, accessible from the device [18]. Therefore there exists a need for a flexible 

device, either if the planting heads can move horizontally or vertically. Hidden obstacles can also be a 

problem if it prevents the heads from mounding and planting. 
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Implement obstacle-avoiding features into the planting device can reduce the influence of obstacles 

hidden underneath the surface. Obstacle-avoiding features were implemented in the EcoPlanter which 

could shift the planting heads 10-15 cm sideways. According to Ersson´s dissertation this ability had 

little or no positive impact on the time consumption [8]. 

To make the planting device even more versatile in difficult terrain it should be designed to allow 

obstacles of a moderate size to fit between the planting heads. Considering that most obstacles are of 

the sort H20 and H40 the device need to clear 50cm between the planting heads.  

According to the Swedish law, seedlings should be planted with no less than 0,6 m space between 

them [3] and not further away than 2,5 meters from each other. The largest forest companies in 

Sweden have guidelines stating 1 meter. 

5.1.3. Seedling handling 

Since the introduction of mechanized planting there exists problem with seedling handling. Attempts 

have been made with automated systems with specially designed containers, but none have showed to 

be very successful.  

The logistics from the seedling nursery to the planting machine is crucial for the total cost per seedling 

planted. Today the planting devices are manually refilled with seedlings, which take 15 to 30 % of the 

machines effective time. Manually refilling is still the best available option today, although the time 

consumption. 

Operator of the M-planter has complained that rain causes the root plug to disintegrate and not fall 

properly through the planting tube, causing insufficient planting quality [19]. 

Since the majority of the reforestation today is carried out by manual planting, the seedling handling 

system is also designed for this purpose. The most common way to grow and handle seedlings today is 

in purpose designed cultivation trays. This becomes an obstacle for mechanized planting since it 

requires an extra operation of retrieving the seedling from the tray and placing it in the machine, 

making it ready for planting. Many attempts have been made to streamline this process, which of all 

have failed and left the process as a manual operation. 

The seedling handling serves two purposes. First it should carry enough seedlings to the intended 

planting spot and deliver them when the operator intends to plant them. This calls for a sufficiently 

large tray as well as a reliable delivery mechanism. By a comparative study made on the Bracke P.11a 

and a Risutec planting device equipped with an automated seedling system holding 1400 plants, the 

Bracke P11.a showed to be about 20% more productive [20]. The difference between the machines 

was mainly due to interruptions in the automated system on the Risutec planter. It becomes clear how 

important mechanical availability is. Secondly the seedling handling system should protect the plants 

from the environment in terms of wind and rain but also the machine itself and the forest. 

If the planting device is to be utilized in a satisfactory way it will be required by the operator to have a 

clear view of all three planting heads and all three planting sites when working. This requires some 

geometrical evaluation of the final design to make sure that the operator has a clear view on all 

planting heads from the cabin when seated. 

5.1.4. Base machine 

The one- and two headed devices that are used today weighs about 1100-1500 kg and a strong and 

heavy base machine is needed to maneuver those devices. Today most mechanical planting devices in 

Scandinavia are used with an excavator as the base machine [21]. There is however of interest to use 

traditional forest base machines for this task. Harvesters and forwarders seem to offer better working 

environment for the operator. The major problem when working with excavators is the repetitive 

movements and whole-body vibrations [22]. In contrast to excavators, operators working with forest 
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machines (logging) report that long shift are the main reason for discomfort and pains [23]. Interviews 

with machine operators and owners confirms that the forest base machines causes less whole body 

vibrations and may provide better operator comfort. 

The weight of the planting device will greatly affect the maneuverability and usability for the operator, 

as well as fuel consumption and load on the hydraulic system. Maximum lifting capacity at the end of 

the boom is limiting the number of planting devices. The commonly used Volvo EC210 lifts 2920 kg 

[24] and the smallest harvester by Komatsu, k901, lifts about 2000 kg which is just as much as the 

most sold harvester by John Deere, 1270E [25] [26] , based on lifting torque and boom length.  

One reason the excavator is popular is because they are produced in large quantities and therefore 

cheaper than the forest base machines, furthermore are they easily deployed in different work tasks 

when not planting. However, the dilemma of choosing to develop the planting device for either an 

excavator or a harvester becomes void if it easily can be adjusted to fit both machines.  

By a standard supplied by Maskinleverantörerna, a Swedish trade association for suppliers of mobile 

machines, the specifications for the S70 quick coupling as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Technical specifications of a typical excavator coupling 

Width (mm) 450 

Axle distance (mm) 600 

Axle diameter (mm) 70 

Positive torque (kNm) 300 

Negative torque (kNm) 195 

Maximum 
recommended 
weight of machine 
(tonne) 

30 

 

Depending on the terrain conditions at a specific clear cut, some operators use a tiltrotator to increase 

the flexibility of the device. 

The aim of this project is however to evaluate the possibility to design a device that can be used by the 

typical forest base machines such as harvesters and forwarders. A major difference from excavators is 

the crane, which on the forest base machines are designed to handle its tools hanging. Excavators are 

primarily designed to dig and are therefore equipped with a crane strong in all directions where the 

forest base machines cranes are mainly designed for lifting and moving heavy objects. 

Some significant features of the chosen crane types are listed below. 

 Excavator mounted 

 Maximum weight of the device is 2920kg 

 Can be tilted by the crane in line with the crane direction 

 The mounting point on the crane is strong enough to use a tiltrotator 

 The crane is strong enough to deliver horizontal force through the mounting point 
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Forwarder mounted 

 Maximum weight of the device is 2000kg 

 The mounting point on the crane is basically a joint 

 The design of the device will hang more or less freely in equilibrium 

 The mounting point can benefit from a swing damper to reduce swing caused by crane 

movements 

 The soil preparing technique must work standalone since the crane can only deliver lifting 

force 

5.1.5. Economical aspect 

To succeed with the concept depends upon an adequate balance between price, productivity and 

mechanical availability. The lack of balance is part of the reason why previous planting devices have 

failed commercially. Although the forest industry has benefitted from a minor technical revolution 

since the 1960´s, many machines in the early years suffered from lack of availability due to 

unexpected service or maintenance needs [10]. 

In terms of productivity, two main design features are to be pointed out as crucial. First, the device can 

both prepare the soil and perform the planting [27]. And secondly, the device has three planting heads 

[18]. If these needs are met, a good estimation could be made that it will be more productive than the 

competitors [8]. 

The table below shows the time consumed per seedling, result from simulations in Back Tomas 

Ersson´s dissertation, for the three headed planting device [8]. The result can be used as a target for the 

developed device. Although it needs to be taken into consideration that this counts per single seedling, 

since the device is intended to plant three seedlings simultaneously, it can spend triple the amount of 

time on each task. 

Table 2. Mean time consumed per planted seedling 

Task Time consumed/seedling (s) 

Moving crane 1.84 

Choosing microsite 1.12 

Inverting 3,75 

Planting 1.14 

Total 7,85 

 

From the annual survey performed by the Swedish Forest Agency and the Forestry Research Institute 

of Sweden, 2013, the mean cost of soil preparation and planting in the southern parts of Sweden was 

9770 SEK/ha [28]. With an average of 2500 seedling/ha is the cost per seedling about 3,9 SEK for 

mechanical mounding and manual planting. 

A study on mechanical planting devices (Bracke Planter and M-Planter) in Finland shows an average 

cost of 3,4 respectively 2,6 SEK/seedling for only the planting work itself, not considering the 

surrounding costs. Current exchange rate, 1 EUR ≈ 10 SEK. Numerous things must be taken into 

consideration for a correct comparison of the total cost for mechanical planting i.e., such as 

transportation, repair, service and unused time of the machine. The comparable total cost per seedling 

could reach tenfold numbers [29]. Hence the total cost per planted seedling can be reduced in two 

ways, either by increasing the productivity or the mechanical availability. 

When designing for high mechanical availability and productivity, cost can be justified within 

reasonable limits. For this kind of device however, the purchase price does not seem to be the major 

decisive factor for customers. Although the customer can motivate for 30-40% of the base machine 
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price, the major cost in mechanized planting is found in unplanned, unproductive time. The salary of 

the operator counts alone for roughly three times the hourly cost of the planting device [1]. Hence, 

unplanned stops quickly become expensive. It can however be assumed that the price level of the 

machines existing today may not be the major issue. The Bracke P.11a and M-Planter can be used as 

an indicative example of the purchase price of 44000 and 55000 EUR, respectively [1].  

As the major costs are time dependent it becomes clear that the productivity of the device is measured 

by time. According to a study on competitiveness of mechanized tree planting in Finland the threshold 

when mechanized planting can compete with traditional methods (spot mounding and manual 

planting) is at 190 seedlings/PWh (productive working hour) [29].  

5.1.6. Customer feedback 

From a small survey of operators using the Bracke P.11a, supplemented by opinions expressed at an 

operators meeting held by Södra Skog in 2013, some additional needs were discovered. Although 

other planting devices might not share the properties of the Bracke P.11a they demonstrate needs in 

the design of the planting device that are of value to this project. 

 Serviceability. The most exposed and worn out parts are a hassle to replace or repair. 

 Deeper planting depth. The Bracke P.11a has an adjustable planting depth but is most of the 

time used at maximum depth. This is the result of springback in the mound, if the mound were 

to remain in its position after being compressed the planting depth would be sufficient. 

 Higher productivity. The major struggle for the owners is to get enough seedlings in the 

ground to reach profitability. 

 Larger seedling storage would increase productivity as well as having positive effects on the 

operators working environment due to reduction of unwanted breaks in the workflow as well 

as discomfort from climbing in and out of the cabin. 

5.2. Benchmarking 
The first planting machines can be described as sleds pulled behind agricultural tractors. Often with 

two operators, one driving the vehicle and one stationed on the pulled equipment to plant the 

seedlings. These can be categorized into the two categories for mechanized planting chosen to be 

described in this report. Continuously advancing planting machines, in opposite of intermittently 

advancing planting machines [30]. 

5.2.1. Silva Nova 

The Silva Nova was a large and technically complex machine that prepared the soil and planted 

seedlings as the machine continuously advanced. As its predecessors, it needed two operators. Except 

for the driver, one person needed to manually place seedlings in the tubes to the planting heads. The 

machine is based on a forwarder but with a cabin for the extra operator and seedling storage where the 

logs normally be placed. It uses two rotating discs similar to traditional disc trenching, placed behind 

the boogie, to prepare the soil as shown in Figure 5. Similar to how soil preparation is done for manual 

planting. To plant the seedling a two crane-like arms is used, which makes a hole by punching its end 

into the prepared soil and inserting a seedling.  

Because of the high confidence in mechanization these kinds of projects often result in advanced 

solutions with high productivity but limited reliability. One example of this was the Pot Link System 

(PLS). It was designed as individual pots which could be attached to each other, either to form a belt 

or a tray. To cultivate seedlings in these pots was deemed too expensive by SCA, who developed the 

system, and therefore was the seedlings cultivated and transported to the clear cut by traditional 

methods and then a robot filled the PLS with the seedlings. When this system worked as intended it 

served the Silva Nova with seedlings to plant on average 2000 seedlings/PWh. Although it’s high 
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capacity, the Silva Nova was struggling with frequent failures and breakdowns and was the reason for 

about half of the Silva Nova´s repair time [31]. 

The Silva Nova project was conducted during a period of 25 years. Although a high productivity of 

2000 seedlings/PWh it was not deemed feasible to continue development due to high investment costs, 

high administrations costs, not enough planting quality as manual planting and bad ergonomic 

environment for the rear operators. 

 

Figure 5 Silva Nova [32] 

5.2.2. EcoPlanter 

The EcoPlanter is a crane mounted two headed planting device which can prepare the soil and plant 

two seedling simultaneously. The device weigh 1350 kg without seedlings and is intended for 

intermittent use together with a harvester.  The EcoPlanter uses spinning wheels with teeth to mill the 

humus and mineral soil to prepare for planting. The first planter used a manually loaded carousel 

holding 240 seedlings [2], but was changed to a paper solution called EcoBandPak. The paper solution 

consisted of two plasticized paper strips glued together with containerized seedlings in between at 

some distance to each other, creating a belt of seedlings. The belt could then be rolled up and stored in 

boxes. A benefit with this system was that the container did not need to be returned to the seedling 

nursery after use.  

Seedlings planted with the Ecoplanter suffered from pine weevils since the mound was a mixture of 

mineral soil and humus, not just mineral soil as preferred. The productivity of the device was 

relatively high in normal operation condition, 450-600 seedling/PWh. [33] [34]. 
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Figure 6 Ecoplanter [35] 

5.2.3. Bracke Planter P11.a 

The Bracke P11.a is a single headed mounding and planting device, mounted on the tip of the boom of 

the base machine (usually an excavator). The Bracke P11.a mounds the soil by scraping a piece or 

humus and mineral soil with the edge of the device and then rotates approx. 90° to compress the 

mound. After compressing the mound it inserts a seedling by first pushing down a device to create a 

hole and then dropping down a seedling into the soil. When the seedling is planted a pushrod 

compresses the soil. 

The built-in device handles seedlings in an individual storing solution consisting of one pipe for each 

seedling and a mechanism that drops the seedling down to the planting device. Bracke P.11a can store 

72 seedlings and are manually loaded by the operator. 

The device weighs 1100 kg, preferably utilized on a base machine of 16-20 tonnes, and it needs to be 

equipped with an air compressor [36]. Field studies have shown a mean productivity ranging from 178 

to 240 seedlings/PWh [1] [20]. 

 

Figure 7 Bracke P.11a 
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5.2.4. M-Planter 240 

M-Planter 240 was introduced in 2006 and is similar to the Bracke P11.a, but with two mounding and 

planting heads. By planting two seedlings simultaneously and carrying 236 seedlings the mean 

productivity is 240 seedlings/PWh and a highest productivity of 351 seedlings/PWh [1]. M-Planter 

240 uses a moveable carousel with individual pipes to carry the seedlings, which moves one step for 

every seedling planted [2]. 

 

Figure 8 M-Planter [37] 

5.2.5. Risutec 

The Risutec is a single head planting device, with a mounding technique very similar to the M-Planter. 

The Risutec has to a great extent anautomated planting container which carries 1400 seedlings. This 

allows the operator to work longer with mounding and planting between the stops needed for refilling. 

The seedling does however need to be repackaged into the containers designed for the Risutec. The 

productivity has shown to be 25 % lower than the Bracke P11.a despite the automated seedling 

system, according to a study by Laine & Saarinen [20]. 

 

Figure 9 Risutec PM 100 with automatic plant container APC [38] 
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5.3. Related Technology 

5.3.1. Manual planting pipe 

The manual planting pipe was developed in the 1970´s and still the most used tool for manual 

reforestation. The bottom end of the pipe is shaped like a dibble that can open by pressing a lever.  

First the pipe is pushed down into the soil, and then the dibble opens and a seedling is dropped down 

the pipe. By pushing a button the two halves of the dibble retracted to its original position. 

5.4. Product Specification 
The product specification reflect the needs of the planting device, the needs can be separated in 

requirements (that must be fulfilled) and wish (beneficial if it can be fulfilled). The need derives from 

the needfinding and some needs are translated directly from the goal of the thesis, such as the ability to 

plant and mound three spots simultaneously. Cycle time is extracted from the needfinding as the 

minimum acceptable values for the device to be commercially interesting (does not include refilling of 

a seedling tray or the movements of the base machine). Furthermore is planting and soil preparation 

quality important to the total value for the customer, quality should not pay the price for productivity. 

Some specifications are derived from the preferred base machine options. 

The desired weight of 1700kg is derived from the maximum lifting capacity of harvesters by Komatsu 

and John Deere, with a 15% reduction to receive some margin of safety. The same applies to the 

required weight of 2000kg, based on the Volvo EC210. 

To determine requirements for the ability to prepare soil and plant on local slopes all possible 

combinations must be taken into consideration. The number 30° incline derives from Södra Skogs´s 

guidelines of maximum angle for a planted seedling. If however the device was designed to be able to 

prepare the soil on steeper slopes, some adjustment would be needed to place the plant in the ground 

with a proper angle.  

 

Table 3. Product specifications 

No. Metric Unit 
Target 
value 

Requirement(R)/ 
Wish(W) 

  Technical requirements       

1 The device is able to carry out the chosen soil 
preparation method on three spots  
simultaneously 

- - R 

2 The device is able to plant 3 seedlings 
simultaneously 

- - R 

3 The device is able to temporarily use only one or 
two soil preparing heads 

- - R 

4 Time for individual mounding and planting cycle s <19 R 

5 The device is prepared to use some kind of  
seedling tray 

- - R 

6 The device is presented with a tray solution - - W 

  Soil preparation and planting quality      

7 The device is able to prepare the soil with as good 
result as todays devices 

- - R 

8 The device is able to mound the soil - - R 
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No. Metric Unit 
Target 
value 

Requirement(R)/ 
Wish(W) 

9 The device is able to invert the soil - - W 

10 The device is able to patch scarify the soil - - W 

11 The device is able to plant the seedlings with as 
good biological result as existing devices 

- - R 

12 Distance of mineral soil from seedling after soil 
preparation and planting 

m ≥0.1 R 

13 Spacing between planted seedlings m ≥1 R 

14 The device does not cause more soil disturbance 
per planted seedling than today’s devices - - R 

15 The device causes as little soil disturbance as 
possible 

- - W 

16 Free clearance between soil preparing heads m ≥0.5 R 

17 The clearance between the soil preparing heads 
is as large as possible 

- - W 

18 The device can prepare the soil and plant with 
satisfying results on locally inclining ground 

degrees 30 W 

19 The device can prepare the soil and plant with 
satisfying results on locally inclining ground 

      

        

  Design       

19 The device is robust enough to withstand soil 
preparing forces 

- 
- 

R 

20 The device is designed by as few parts as  
possible 

- 
- 

W 

21 The device is designed with low cost materials, 
parts and technologies 

- 
- 

W 

  Operational       

22 The device provides visibility of all the soil 
preparing heads for the operator 

- - R 

23 The device provides very good visibility of all the 
soil preparing heads for the operator 

- - W 

        

  Base machine related       

24 Device weight, incl. tray and seedlings kg <1700 W 

25 Device weight, incl. tray and seedlings kg <2000 R 

26 The device can be used with an excavator - - R 

27 The device can easily be modified to fit  
a harvester 

- - W 

28 The device can function under normal conditions 
of abovementioned machines 

- - W 
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5.5. Concept generation 
Two workshops were carried out, one with students from Umeå University and students from the 

Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, and one with employees at the Department of Forest 

Biomaterials and Technology.  

The concept generation was divided into two different tasks. The first part of the workshop was 

dedicated to generate concepts for a complete planting device solution, the three headed model hence 

referred to as the carrier. The second part of the workshop was dedicated to generate concepts for soil 

preparing concepts, see chapter 6 System Level Design. At this point people were asked to use 

whichever mounding technology and come up with a device that could operate on three spots 

simultaneously. They were also asked that the device should be able to mound just one or two spots 

temporarily if the operator wished. 

 

Table 4. Pugh screening matrix of the preliminary ideas for the system concept 

Concept: System 

Selection Criteria A 
Bird 

B 
Triangle 

C 
Fingers 

D 
Pyramid 

E 
Spider 

F 
Straight 

(Reference) 

Flexibility - + + + + 0 

Operator visibility - - - - - 0 

Technical simplicity + 0 - - - 0 

Production simplicity(cost) + - - 0 - 0 

Weight - - - - - 0 

Number of parts + - - 0 - 0 

Easily modified for 
other types of cranes 

0 + 0 - 0 0 

            

Sum +´s 4 2 1 1 1 0 

Sum -´s 2 4 5 4 5 0 

Net Score 2 -2 -4 -3 -4 0 

Rank 2 3 4 5 6 1 
 

Pugh´s matrix was used to evaluate the first concepts of the layout. The concepts were screened 

compared to the reference, regardless to soil preparing technique. In this phase the main focus was on 

the placement and functionality of the soil preparing heads. Sketches of the concepts can be viewed in 

Appendix II. 

As shown in Table 4 concepts “Bird”, “Straight” and “Triangle” deemed most suitable, more detailed 

figures of the concepts are shown Figure 10,Figure 11 and Figure 12. Note that these are preliminary 

models. 
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Figure 10. Concept: Straight 

 

Figure 11. Concept: Bird 

 

 

Figure 12. Concept: Circle 

Three concepts remained after the first screening. The “Straight” and “Bird” concept share the ability 

to prepare the soil by crane movements while the concept “Triangle” can prepare the soil either by 
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lifting the device or by additional operations. Additional operations could be individual soil preparing 

methods which prepares the soil while the planting head is stationary (can be implemented on the 

other two concepts as well). The concept “Circle” is however symmetrical and could be hanging 

leveled.  

The remaining concepts are further evaluated in a weighted screening matrix to clarify the differences 

on various criteria. 

When evaluating the concepts after Design simplicity can distinctive components be counted and 

compared between the concepts, see Table 5. Although the number of components can differ in the 

final design but it gives a hint of the overall complexity. 

Table 5. Sum of components in concepts 

 No. Straight Bird Circle 

Bearings 11 11 11 

Actuators 3 4 3 

Structural parts 5 3 7 
 

Operator overview determines how well the operator is assumed to see each operations of the device. 

If something would obstruct the view of the mounding operations the score would be affected 

negatively. 

The criteria Efficiency is difficult to predict without simulations or tests, but by mapping the different 

layouts regarding possible area for planting and comparing the number of planting spots (small 

blue/gray circles) a quick comparison can be accomplished. In Figure 13 concept “Bird” and “Circle” 

are represented with their compact layout, and concept “Straight” with its linear layout. The semicircle 

(gray area) represents the reach of the crane which spans between 4 and 9 meters. It is beneficial if a 

certain layout of the heads can plant more spots. Two comparisons are made, the top images Figure 

13. Comparison of possible planting spots depending of device layout shows layouts for a fixed device 

unable to rotate at the mounting point and the lower images shows layouts when the device can rotate 

freely. A rotating device might need more time for positioning after the operator has decided the 

planting spot(s), a fixed device will be faster but unable to find equal amount of spots and therefore is 

no extra penalty given to either options in this comparison. 

 

Figure 13. Comparison of possible planting spots depending of device layout 

Straight Bird Circle 
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It is highly likely that these patterns will not be possible in reality due to obstacles, although it gives a 

rough estimation for comparing the layouts. A solution with a higher number of theoretical planting 

spots can be considered more effective to find planting spots in reality as well. The number of 

theoretically possible planting spots is shown in Table 6. No layout of Bird rotating is generated since 

it would render the same result as Triangle rotating. 

Table 6. Possible planting spots depending on device layout 

 No. of planting spots 

Straight rotating 42 

Straight fixed 36 

Circle rotating 36 

Circle fixed 33 

Bird rotating 36 

Bird fixed 27 
 

The concept “Straight” can according to this test fit more plants on the typical area for intermittent 

crane mounted reforestation, mainly because the layout in “Straight” allows plants to be planted 

outside the reach of the crane. The base machine will have to drive approximately 1.5 meter further, 

which is assumed to be negligible since fewer stops will be needed per clear cut. 

How the concepts can alternate between three, two and one soil preparing head is scored on the 

Flexibility criterion. All concepts have the capability since it is a requirement in the product 

specification, the remaining concepts are however performing the task differently and the score is 

based upon how the movements are predicted and how isolated the chosen heads becomes from the 

temporarily inactive one(s). 

The Agility criterion is used to compare the concepts regarding their ability to handle obstacles 

between the soil preparing heads. “Circle” scored highest due to its design of hanging the soil 

preparing heads with an angle of the arms carrying it. The other two concepts have horizontal levers 

which reduces clearance. 

The Cost criterion is estimated from how expensive components will be needed. This overlaps 

somewhat with Design simplicity since fewer parts affects both criteria.  

Table 7. Weighted screening matrix of the remaining concepts 

Concept: System 

Rating and weight:1-10   Straight Bird Circle 

Selection criteria Weight 

Rating Weighted 
score 

Rating Weighted 
score 

Rating Weighted 
score 

Design simplicity 8 8 64 7 56 6 48 

Operator overview 7 8 56 9 63 9 63 

Efficiency 7 10 70 9 63 9 63 

Flexibility 6 5 30 6 36 6 36 
Agility 7 6 42 6 42 8 56 

Versatility 6 3 18 4 24 8 48 

Cost 5 7 35 4 20 5 25 

Sum     315   304   339 
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Score 

The ratings and summarized score are shown in Table 7. Concept “Circle” ends up receiving the 

highest score.  

The placement of the soil preparing heads makes the “Circle” unable to use crane movements for soil 

preparing operations, which gives the other two concepts an advantage. The different placement 

derives from the ideas during the concept generation but also to evaluate different conditions for 

different soil preparing techniques. 

Concept “Straight” and “Triangle” are designed so that they can utilize horizontal force directly from 

the crane to use for soil preparing activities (if mounted on an excavator). This allows them to be 

designed with fewer parts and with a simpler design than concept “Circle 

When comparing the functional design of the three concepts, “Straight” and “Bird” are more similar to 

each other on various points. One of these similarities is how force is translated from the soil preparing 

heads to the mounting point of the crane. When “Straight” is performing the soil preparing 

movements, similar to a digging motion, the two outer heads will cause a torque on the mounting 

points. This type of force is smaller on the “Bird” and nonexistent on “Circle” where all forces are 

translated along the linking arms.  
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6. System level design 
 

6.1. Product Architecture 
The device can be decomposed into the following parts.  

o Seedling tray 

o Seedling transport 

o Performing soil preparing activity 

o Planting seedling 

Due to the scope of the project the system level design phase will focus on the soil preparing 

technology. The other parts of the planting device are to some extent inherit from existing devices. 

The planting activity will be performed like similar devices, a planting pipe working as manual ones, 

but controlled with hydraulic actuators. The same applies for the storage solution, which includes the 

seedling transport.  

6.2. Soil preparing solution 
During the second part of the workshop the participants generated concepts of how the soil preparing 

could be performed. Since seedling tray and planting technology is outside the scope of the project 

was this not taken into consideration for the concept generation. 

The concepts were evaluated to fulfill the product specification. The workshops produced many ideas, 

some similar and some deemed impossible, the similar concepts were merged into one representative 

concept and some left aside. The remaining concepts were compared to each other in a Pugh screening 

matrix. The three highest ranked concepts were kept for a second scoring. Sketches of the concepts 

can be viewed in Appendix I. 

The soil preparing method can be divided into two different types: self-digging and crane-digging. 

Self-digging solutions are more independent of the design of the carrier while the crane-digging 

solutions depend on the movements of the crane to perform its task. Having the ability to mount the 

device to a forest base machine makes self-digging methods favorable (wished requirement), cranes of 

forest base machines are designed to carry tools or equipment in a hanging fashion without a strong 

“wrist” as the excavators does.  
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Table 8. Pugh screening matrix of the preliminary ideas for the soil preparing concept 

Concept: Soil Preparation 

Selection Criteria 

A 
Anchor 

B 
Diaper 

C 
Flipping 
barrel 

D 
Shovel 

G 
Scraper 

H 
Rotating 

screw 

I 
Roller 

(reference) 

Number of parts - - 0 0 - + 0 

Number of operations - - - 0 0 + 0 

Precise soil disturbance - - + 0 - - 0 

Distance needed for 
planting pipe + + - + 0 0 0 

Soil preparation versatility 0 + - 0 0 - 0 

Biological result - 0 - 0 0 - 0 

              

Sum +´s 1 2 1 1 0 3 0 

Sum -´s 5 4 5 0 2 3 0 

Net Score -4 -2 -4 1 -2 0 0 

Rank 6 4 7 1 4 2 2 
 

The screening shows qualities in “Shovel”, “Rotating screw” and “Roller” concepts. These three 

solutions were compared in a scoring matrix using weighted criteria, see Table 9. The advantage of 

using a weighted scoring matrix is to allow more important criteria to get a stronger influence on the 

total score. As shown in Table 9 has “Design simplicity”, “Flexibility in regard of planting pipe” and 

“Biological result” received the highest weights because they are deemed most important. The 

“Shovel” and “Triangle” scored somewhat similar with a slight advantage to the “Shovel” which 

showed to be more promising regarding of designing the solution together with a planting pipe. The 

“Shovel” solution seemed to be easier to design to leave room for the planting pipe when performing 

soil preparing activities. The second advantage of the “Shovel” was the cost, by simply comparing the 

functionality. The “Shovel” may need a hydraulic cylinder while the “Roller” needs some rotating 

torque. 

Table 9. Weighted scoring matrix of the remaining soil preparing concepts 

Soil preparation concept 

Rating and weight: 1-10   Shovel Rotating screw Roller 

Selection criteria Weight Rating Weighted 
score 

Rating Weighted 
score 

Rating Weighted 
score 

Design simplicity 8 8 64 2 16 8 64 

Easy to use 7 7 49 5 35 7 49 

Precise soil disturbance 4 8 32 6 24 8 32 
Flexibility in regard of 
planting pipe 

8 7 56 5 40 5 40 

Soil preparation versatility 6 6 36 2 12 6 36 

Biological result 9 9 81 6 54 9 81 

Cost 5 6 30 3 15 5 25 

Sum     348   196   327 
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The Pugh- and weighted scoring matrix suggests that the solution “Shovel” will perform best 

regarding the given criteria. Since the concept “Circle” is chosen for the system design the soil 

preparing solution needs to be utilized to perform as desired while the crane is stationary. The design 

of “Shovel” as it is shown in Appendix I is basic and needs additional designing to serve as a soil 

preparing solution. 

Two solutions were created as shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15, the grey square box represents the 

housing for the planting pipe, at this stages the hydraulics are not calculated or shown, just thought of 

as a possible source of force and movements. 

Solution 1 

The first solution is called “Pickaxe” and works with two links, see Figure 14. The “Pickaxe” starts 

with the pink part being pushed down into the soil and then rotated around its mounting point while 

being lifted by the blue link to push soil towards the planting pipe and up on the blade. The piece of 

soil is placed under the planting pipe by lifting the pink blade upwards towards the black rubber lip 

which scrapes it off. This would produce a mound. 

 

Figure 14. Solution 1, the Pickaxe 

Solution 2 

The second solution is called the “Swing”, shown in Figure 15.   The “Swing” uses gears on both the 

pink blade and the yellow part. The blade is pushed into the soil all the way past the planting pipe, by 

movements of the blue arm. The pink blade is rotated approximately 180° to lift up and replace the 

soil upside down. The yellow semicircle is intended to have teeth on its circumference to match the 

pink blade. Since the yellow part has a larger radius than the pink, it will have to travel a shorter 
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distance and allow a hydraulic actuator to be the source of force. A linear force could not alone cause a 

rotating part to rotate more than somewhere short of half a revolution. 

Another advantage of this solution is the possibility to perform mounding instead of inverting if 

desired. 

 

Figure 15. Solution 2, the Swing 

These two concepts were evaluated in the same weighted matrix as the concepts for soil preparing 

since they have the same criteria, see Table 10. 

 

 

Table 10. Soil preparation solution 

Soil preparation solution 

Rating and weight: 1-10   Solution 1 Solution 2 

Selection criteria Weight Rating Weighted 
score 

Rating Weighted 
score 

Design simplicity 8 8 64 6 48 

Easy to use 7 5 35 5 35 

Precise soil disturbance 4 6 24 8 32 
Flexibility in regard of 
planting pipe 

8 5 40 5 40 

Soil preparation versatility 6 2 12 8 48 

Biological result 9 4 36 8 72 

Cost 5 6 30 5 25 

Sum     241   300 
 

The scoring resulted in favour of solution 2 mostly due to better expected result regarding biological 

result and precise soil disturbance, and the possibility to both mound and invert. Solution 2 was 

selected based on the result in the weighted matrix and therefore further developed in the detail design 

phase. 
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7. Detail Design 
The goal of the thesis was to deliver a detailed design concept of a planting device, the level of details 

will be sufficient for the reader to understand how the planting device is intended to function. Finite 

Element (FEM) simulations were performed to verify the design of crucial parts. All parts are 

designed to be manufactured of hot rolled steel with yield strength of 355MPa, if nothing else is 

mentioned. 

The performance of the hydraulic motor are set to 250 bar pressure and a flow of 400 l/min, which is 

common for the kind of base machine the concept is intended for. 

7.1. Housing 
The housing is the central part for supporting the planting- and soil preparing parts, a common “box”-

design with sufficient room for the planting pipe and strong enough to withstand the soil preparing 

activities. 

The sides of the housing are 10 mm thick sheet metal and contain holes and cut-outs to reduce weight. 

The housing needs to be rigid enough to carry the planting- and soil preparing equipment, connecting 

and supporting the forces created by the hydraulic actuators when performing the soil preparing 

activities. The perpendicular side consists of 5 mm sheet metal with the main purpose to connect the 

other two sides.  

 

Figure 16. The housing carries the planting and soil preparing equipment as well as connecting 
them to the rest of the device 

A FEM simulation was performed to verify the design. The four holes on the right side are connected 

to individual points in the centre of each hole and locked for translations while rotations have been left 

free. The force acting on the inside of the left holes is represented by the red arrows. The load on each 

hole is 24544N which can be derived from the hydraulic actuator working at 125 bar. Loads(L) and 

constraints(C) are shown in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17. Constraints and load on the housing 

Figure 18 shows the FEM result with a maximum stress of 163,43 MPa which can be considered safe 

regarding the materials yield strength of 355MPa. The maximum displacement is 0,45 mm. 

 

Figure 18. FEM result of housing showing a maximum stress of 163,43 MPa 

The scope of this thesis aims to use existing planting techniques to be included in the three headed 

planting device concept i.e., a regular planting pipe actuated by hydraulics. The concept presented in 

this thesis completes the soil preparing activity with a vertical distance of approximately 250 mm 

between the prepared soil and the housing. By dropping down the whole planting pipe 200 mm 

(including its hydraulic actuators and presser), leaving it just 50 mm above the soil can the planting 

activity be performed. An additional pipe, preferably thin and plastic will be needed between the 

seedling tray and the planting pipe to make sure the seedlings drop down correctly when the planting 

pipe is lowered. The planting pipe is dropped down and lifted by a hydraulic actuator between the 

bottom of the housing and the top of the planting pipe. A plastic guide is placed between the housing 

and the planting pipe to keep it in position all the way down. Figure 19 shows the housing in 

grey/blue, the plastic guide in blue, the planting pipe in green and the hydraulic actuator in red. 
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Figure 19. The housing, guide, planting tube and hydraulic actuator disassembled 

The design of the green part in Figure 19 has taken inspiration from the planting tube of the Bracke 

Planter P11.a, which weighs 77 kg including hydraulics and actuator. The red hydraulic in Figure 19 

can deliver 20 kN at 250 bar, which is satisfying for this case. 

 

7.2. Swing 
The purpose of the swing is to carry all necessary parts for the soil preparing activities. The swing is 

connected to the housing (H) by the axle to the right and by the silver hydraulic actuators in Figure 20. 

The design contains of two profiles of cut out sheet metal. They are connected at two points by 

independent axles that are locked in axial direction and with one additional axle (A) to increase 

resistance of shear forces. The thickness of the material is increased at the mounting point to the 

housing and the larger hydraulic actuator to reduce stress in the material. Weaker grey hydraulic 

actuators are mounted on the swing to create a rotation on the pie-shaped part with cogs in contact 

with the smaller gear on the shovel. 
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Figure 20. The swing with hydraulics, gear and shovel 

The two more powerful silver hydraulic actuators in Figure 20 push on the swing, creating a torque 

around the mounting point. As the swing rotates downward and dig into the soil, the perpendicular 

distance between the direction of the force and point of rotation will differ as shown in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21. Schematics of swing, showing force (red arrow), reaction force (green arrow) and 
perpendicular lever (blue triangle) 

 

The angle between A and B in Figure 21 will differ from -46° to 15° when the swing travels 

downward from its top position to its lowest. This causes the lever (A in Figure 21) to change and the 

reaction force at the end of the swing (green arrow in Figure 21) will differ according to Figure 22. 

Based on 125 bar the lowest maximum digging force will be 10400N and is considered enough to 

pierce the soil and perform a satisfying mounding. 

H 

A 
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Figure 22. Digging force at the shovel blade depending on the angle of the swing 

The force from the hydraulic actuators are simplified to a static force representing the pressure of 125 

bar (24544 N from each actuator) when the simulations are performed to verify the design.  The 

mounting point and axis of the shovel (C) are locked in all translational directions. Figure 23 shows 

load (L) and constraints (C). 

 

 

 

Figure 23. Constraints (C) and loads (L) on the swing 

L 

C 
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The result of the simulation shows a maximum stress of 178,65 MPa which can be considered safe 

regarding the materials yield strength of 355MPa, and a maximum displacement of 0,52 mm, see 

Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24. FEM result of swing showing a maximum stress of 178,65 MPa 

7.3. Upper arm 
The mounting of the three heads to the centre part has taken inspiration from double wishbone 

suspensions of personal vehicles. The upper and lower arms are very similar except that the upper arm 

is attached to the hydraulic actuator which controls the height of the planting pipe housing. The design 

consists of two thick beams between the housing and centre part, interconnected with steel plates 

where it is allowed by the hydraulic actuator that runs through them. Both the upper and the lower arm 

are highlighted in green in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25. Upper and lower arms highlighted in green 

A calculation was performed to determine the hydraulic actuators optimal attachment position on the 

upper arm. The distance between mounting points ranged from 40-590 mm and the angle of the arm 

between –15°-24°, noted as L and γ in Figure 26.  

 

Figure 26. Free body diagram of upper arm. 

The angle 𝜃 between the horizontal and vertical components of the force F is given by Equation 3. 

 
𝜃 = atan 

L ∙ cos (γ)

420 + L ∙ sin (γ)
 3 

   

Moment equilibrium around the mounting point on the right side in Figure 26 results in the following 

equation. 
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 𝛴 = 𝐹 ∙ sin(𝜃) ∙ sin(γ) − F ∙ cos(𝜃) ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(γ) + f ∙ 0,59 ∙ cos (γ) 4 
 

 
𝐹 =

−𝑓 ∙ 0,59 ∙ cos (𝛾)

L ∙ (sin(γ) ∙ sin(θ) − cos(γ) ∙ cos(θ))
 

 

5 

 

Different values of distance from mounting and angle of lever in Equation 5 gives the needed force for 

the actuator result in the plot in Figure 27, which shows that the force increases rapidly when the 

distance of the lever reaches zero. The plot shows that the distance of the mounting point should be 

somewhere between 0,3 and 0,6 m.  

 

 

Figure 27. Force needed from the hydraulic actuator depending on the distance and the angle 
of the lever 

A view of the force needed for the hydraulic actuator depending on the angle of the arm, displayed 

with six different distances of the lever is shown in Figure 28 
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Figure 28. The force needed for the hydraulic actuator depending on the angle of the arm, 
displayed with six different distances of the lever 

The lowest needed force occurs at 0,44 m. As shown in Figure 28, the differences between 0,3 and 0,5 

m is small, therefore has the distance been chosen within that range, mostly regarding to facilitate the 

assembly of the hydraulic actuators optimal attachment position on the upper arm. 

The largest possible force this part will be exposed to is the one from the hydraulic actuator which 

theoretically will not exceed 7000 N. If however the planting and soil preparing head would somehow 

get stuck will the hydraulics increase the force either until it manages to perform its movement or the 

maximum pressure has been reached. To make sure there is enough force available if needed, is the 

hydraulic actuator and pressure chosen so the force created by the actuator is roughly five times the 

theoretical need. Because of this is the FEM simulation performed at half maximum pressure from the 

system, which is 125 bar and results in a force of 38966 N. 

 

Figure 29. FEM result of upper arm showing a maximum stress of 130,91 MPa 
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7.4. Centre and anchor 
The centre part is connecting the rest of the device to the crane of the base machine. The design 

consists of three sheets of metal with perpendicular reinforcement on the inside and outside. All parts 

are made from 10 mm steel except the three pairs connected to the arms and hydraulic actuators which 

are made of 15 mm. Some material has been cut out from the largest sheets to reduce weight, they 

have been placed so the sheets still have full contact with the inside reinforcement as seen in Figure 

30. 

 

 

Figure 30. See-through and normal view of the centre part 

The purpose of the anchor is to absorb horizontal forces created by the inverting or mounding. The 

design consists of a skewer welded to a larger hollow pipe with some overlap. The pipe is the same 

size as the cut outs in the reinforcements of the centre part. In the transition of the skewer and pipe is a 

mounting plate placed with holes for bolt attachment. Figure 31 shows how it is placed inside the 

centre part. 

15 mm 
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Figure 31. The anchor part with bolts and nuts 
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8. Result 
The final design is a three headed planting device with three individually moving planting- and soil 

preparing heads, shown in Figure 32. The device can be mounted on an excavator, harvester or any 

machine with a crane of sufficient strength and a hydraulic system providing sufficient pressure and 

flow. The heads are designed to perform the planting and soil preparing activities individually when 

the base machine is stationary. Hydraulic actuators have been chosen with adequate power for all 

movements and simulation was performed on the critical parts to verify the design. The device can 

operate on hills with an incline of 27° and plant the seedlings with a distance of more than one meter. 

Depending on the ground conditions the operator can decide to plant one, two or three seedlings. The 

predicted time for the soil preparing and planting cycle is five seconds per seedling, when three 

seedlings are planted simultaneously. 

 

Figure 32. The final design of the concept 
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Figure 33. Workflow of inverting 

A to C in Figure 36 shows the shovel digging into the soil resulting in a piece of soil laying on the 

blade at C. At D the piece of soil is flipped around and place upside down. During E moves the swing 

arm away to give place for the planting pipe as well as smoothen out the surface of the piece of soil. F 

shows the planting pipe being lowered into the soil, this phase is also where the seedling is released 

from the tray and dropped down the pipe. The sequence is completed by retracting the pipe and 

compressing the soil beside the seedling. 
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Figure 34. Workflow of mounding 

The mounding cycle is shown in Figure 34. During A and B is the shovel pushed down into the soil 

and digging up a piece of soil on to the blade. At C is the shovel allowed to roll clockwise while the 

swing arm continues towards the position in D to compress the mound. E to G follows the same 

procedure as described in the text following Figure 33. 

If the device operates on homogeneous soil the horizontal forces created by the digging is cancelled 

out due to three simultaneous operation planting devices. Most likely is however that the resistance in 

the soil will be different for each soil preparing head and the digging operation will create a horizontal 

force on the device. The same applies when only one or two heads are used. The anchor mounted on 

the centre part will reduce this force. Additionally a swing damper is attached to the concept presented 

to further prevent tilting or horizontal movements of the device when preparing the soil. 

The device can remove slash and other light obstacles from the microsite by scraping the planting spot 

in the opposite direction of the digging procedure in Figure 33 and Figure 34. 

8.1. Product specification 
The result of the concept is evaluated and verified according to the product specification i.e., reviewed 

step by step to check every criterion. All the requirement criteria’s were fulfilled, some of the wish 

criteria´s were not fulfilled or difficult to determine. Some criteria were of the type “as much as 

possible” and were left unanswered e.g. the criterion of visibility, the ability for the operator to see all 
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three heads was a requirement while the criterion to have “as good visibility as possible” is more 

difficult to answer and may require physical testing.  

 

Table 11. Evaluation of the result according to the product specification 

No. Metric Unit 
Target 
value 

Requirement(
R)/ 

Wish(W) 
Met? 

  Technical requirements         

1 The device is able to carry out the chosen 
soil preparation method on three spots  
simultaneously 

- - R Y 

2 The device is able to plant 3 seedlings 
simultaneously 

- - R Y 

3 The device is able to temporarily use only 
one or two soil preparing heads 

- - R Y 

4 
Time for individual mounding and planting 
cycle 

s <19 
R Y (15s) 

5 The device is prepared to use some kind of  
seedling tray 

- - R Y 

6 The device is presented with a tray solution - - W Y 

          

  Soil preparation and planting quality         

7 The device is able to prepare the soil with as 
good result as todays devices 

- - R Y 

8 The device is able to mound the soil - - R Y 

9 The device is able to invert the soil - - W Y 

10 The device is able to patch scarify the soil - - W Y 

11 The device is able to plant the seedlings with 
as good biological result as existing devices 

- - R Y 

12 Distance of mineral soil from seedling after 
soil 
preparation and planting 

m ≥0.1 R Y 

13 Spacing between planted seedlings m ≥1 R Y (1,35) 

14 The device does not cause more soil 
disturbance per planted seedling than 
today’s devices 

- - R Y 

15 The device causes as little soil disturbance 
as possible 

- - W N 

16 Free clearance between soil preparing heads m ≥0.5 R Y 

17 The clearance between the soil preparing 
heads 
is as large as possible 

- - W Y 

18 The device can prepare the soil and plant 
with 
satisfying results on inclining ground 

degrees 18 R Y(27,5°) 
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No. Metric Unit 
Target 
value 

Requirement(
R)/ 

Wish(W) 
Met? 

19 The device can prepare the soil and plant 
with 
satisfying results on inclining ground 

degrees 27 W Y(27,5°) 

20 The device can prepare the soil and plant 
with 
satisfying results on locally inclining ground 

-   R - 

          

  Design         

21 The device is robust enough to withstand 
soil preparing forces 

- 
- 

R Y 

22 The device is made up by as few parts as  
possible 

- 
- 

W Y 

23 The device is designed with low cost 
materials, parts and technologies 

- 
- 

W - 

  Operational         

24 The device provides visibility of all the soil 
preparing heads for the operator 

- - R Y 

25 The device provides very good visibility of all 
the soil preparing heads for the operator 

- - W - 

          

  Base machine related         

26 Device weight, incl. tray and seedlings kg <1700 W Y 

27 Device weight, incl. tray and seedlings kg <2000 R Y 

28 The device can be used with an excavator - - R Y 

29 The device can easily be modified to fit  
a harvester 

- - W Y 

30 The device can function under normal 
conditions of abovementioned machines 

- - W Y 

 

8.2. Incline 
When designing the device to operate on local slopes, it is only the mounding activity that should be 

adjusted to the slope and not the planting pipe, since the planting pipe needs to place the plant in an 

upright position. The current design is limited by the use of existing planting technologies. This could 

be solved by using a tilting mechanism on the planting pipe while the soil preparing method, or the 

whole device, could level with the ground. This has however been deemed excessive for this design 

mainly because it would make the design more complicated without any major contribution to the 

biological result.  

The design can handle small local slopes due to the layer of mineral soil can differ slightly without 

affecting the biological result. On larger slopes the device can handle a theoretical incline of 27,5°.  
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8.3. Spacing 
The planting and soil preparing heads should be placed as close together as possible to provide 

sufficient space. Less material would then be needed which reduces cost, weight and affecting force on 

the mid joints. The minimum distance between planted seedlings is set to 1 m. If the levers holding the 

soil preparing heads would point straight out in a horizontal position the distance between the 

seedlings would be 1440 mm. When two heads are in their lowest position the distance between them 

will be 1351 mm, as shown in Figure 35. The small circles represents the seedlings, the inner small 

circles is the seedlings when the levers are lowered to their minimum height thus the largest angle 

while the outer small circles represent the planting points when the arms are horizontal. Although the 

planting heads could be placed closer to the centre and still satisfy the 1 m criterion for minimum 

length between seedlings, but have been left at this distance to give some flexibility to the choice of 

seedling tray. 

 

Figure 35. Distance between planted seedlings depending on angle of levers 

 

8.4. Time 
The workflow can be disassembled into the following blocks, as shown in Figure 36, to better describe 

the time consumption of all included tasks. Values with an * are results taken from simulations in 

Back Tomas Ersson´s doctoral thesis [8]. The fourth block in Figure 36 (insert anchor at planting site) 

is not considered to contribute with any extra time consumption since it will be achieved automatically 

when the device it placed at the microsite. 
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Figure 36. Flowchart describing the workflow of the device 

 

Task Time (s) 

Moving crane 5,52* 

Choosing microsite 3,36* 

Inverting 1,24 

Lowering planting pipe 1,2 

Planting 3,42* 

Total 15,24 

*Numbers come from simulations in BT Ersson´s doctoral thesis [8]. 

 

The time consumption for inverting and lowering the plant pipe derives from calculations, the 

equation of time can be seen in Appendix III. 

8.5. Obstacles 
If obstacles such as large rocks, stumps or heavy residue are occupying the microsite can one or two 

heads be lifted up to a maximum ground clearance of 670 mm, to allow one or two heads to reach the 

soil and conduct the planting operation, as seen in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37. Ground clearance on a flat surface 

 

8.6. Weight 
The total weight of the device is 884 kg without seedling tray and seedlings. An AMP tray solution 

has been added to the total weight to estimate the weight of the device in operation, which then 

together with seedlings adds up to 1554 kg, as seen in Table 12. No calculations have been performed 

to acquire the mass of hydraulic hoses and oil, but a rough assumption states that their contribution 

will not make the total weight exceed 1600kg.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

670mm 
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Table 12. Weight and quantity 

Part name Pcs 
Weight 
(kg) 

Total weight 
(kg) 

Centre part 1 71,4 71,4 

Anchor 3 26,78 80,34 

Housing 3 37,73 113,19 

Swing 3 16,62 49,86 

Upper arm 3 29,27 87,81 

Lower arm 3 20,41 61,23 

Gear wheel 6 5,44 32,64 

Shovel 3 12,79 38,37 

Plastic guide housing 3 9 27 

Plastic guide planting pipe 3 0,33 0,99 

Planting pipe with hydraulics and press 3 77 231 

      

HA gear* 6 1,12 6,72 

HA swing* 6 3,17 19,02 

HA arm* 3 5,2 15,6 

HA housing-planting pipe* 3 1,12 3,36 

      

Axle centre-arm 6 2,05 12,3 

Axle centre-hydraulic 3 1,14 3,42 

Axle lower arm-housing/swing 3 2,74 8,22 

Axle upper arm-housing 3 2,4 7,2 

Axle housing-hydraulic 3 2,82 8,46 

Axle swing-gear 3 1,72 5,16 

      

M10X45 16 0,038 0,608 

M20X220 3 0,059 0,177 

M20 Nut 3 0,073 0,219 

      

AMT 3 220 660 

Seedling 120 0,067 8,04 

Seedling container 3 0,42 1,26 

      

Sum total weight     1553,594 
 

The weight of part names marked with * are taken from Stacke Hydraulik standard product list [39]. 

8.7. Alternative solution 
The alternative solution is based on concept “straight”. It can only perform mounding and is 

intended for excavator use. It operates similar to other devices such as Bracke P11.a and the M-

Planter except for the three soil preparing and planting heads. One issue with the mounding 

sequence of the Bracke P11.a is that operators often needs to move the device over the mound an 

extra time for correct positioning over the mound in order to continue with the planting sequence. 

The alternative solution presented here has the ability to rotate the blades after the mounding to 

compress the mound and plant the seedling with fewer steps, see   Figure 38 
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Figure 38. The alternative solution based on concept straight 

 

8.8. Future development 
The three headed planting device is a detailed concept of a completely new design and therefore may 

need some development before production. In the following bullet list some important things are listed 

to take into consideration when further developing the concept 

 Hydraulic hoses needs to be placed and confirmed that they will allow the device to operate 

without limitations 

 Decide the design and positioning of the valve package(s)  

 Define bearings for the joints 

 Design and program a control system and interface 

 Production adapted drawings 

 Build a prototype of a single head to verify the biological result of inverting and mounding 

 Develop the planting pipe to set the seedling plant deeper 
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9. Discussion 
The mechanical reforestation needs improved productivity and reliability in order to challenge manual 

planting. The proposed concept has a theoretical productivity to economically compete with traditional 

disc trenching and manual planting, and has a simple design with basic components to warrant high 

availability. Furthermore the device is designed to function while hanging freely to allow it to be 

utilized by a variety of base machines i.e., increase the possibility for more machine owners and 

operators to include reforestation in their businesses and improve the industry´s view on mechanized 

tree planting. The concept is however a concept and need further development and component 

selection before a prototype can be built. 

Major decisions were taken during the concept selection based on different screening matrices. More 

screenings could have served the detail design with better decision making knowledge, this was 

however considered too time consuming and performed screenings deemed sufficient. Minor decisions 

not affecting the final result in any major way was made directly, although with the criteria in the 

screenings in mind. The screening criteria´s clarified the design needs that affected most design 

decisions.  

The FEM simulations served as a help to verify that critical parts would withstand the exposed loads. 

Parts that not were verified by simulations were deemed to either be of sufficient strength that no 

simulation was needed or that they were of little impact of the total robustness. The simulations that 

were carried out were simplified to static calculations of the most affecting load on the components 

movement. This may occur errors in the simulations since the angle of the load will vary in reality, e.g. 

the force on the swing arm from the hydraulic actuator, see Figure 21. To counter this error were the 

angle experiencing the highest load simulated. 

Although the final concept utilizes a planting technology directly inspired from Bracke P11.a, it 

cannot perform the planting exactly like it. Other planting devices, one- or two-headed, including the 

Bracke P11.a, have the benefit of having their “housing” in direct contact with the ground after their 

soil preparing activities and can therefore start the planting sequence directly after mounding. The time 

it takes to lower down the planting package for the concept presented in this thesis is assumed to be 

similar to the time it takes to move the housing of the other devices down to the soil before the 

mounding is initiated. 

Patch scarification as a soil preparing method is likely possible with the final concept. The device was 

primarily designed to perform inverting and mounding, although patch scarification seems like a 

possible soil preparing method. 

The product specification was intended to contain quantifiable criteria. Some criteria was however 

describe without a specific metric but instead asking for the device to be as cheap as possible and 

thereby making it difficult to answer if the criterion was met. 
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Appendix I 
Mounding concepts from workshops. 

 

Figure 39: Concept Anchor 

 

Figure 40: Concept Diaper 
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Figure 41: Concept Flip Barrel 

 

Figure 42: Concept Shovel 1 

 

Figure 43: Concept Scraper 
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Figure 44: Concept Rotating screw 

 

Figure 45: Concept Roller 
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Appendix II 

 

Figure 46: Concept Bird 

 

Figure 47: Concept Circle 
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Figure 48: Concept Fingers 

 

Figure 49: Concept Pyramid 
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Figure 50: Concept Spider 

 

Figure 51: Concept Straight 
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Appendix III 
Equation used to calculate time consumption of hydraulic actuators. 

  

𝑡 Time 

𝑙 Distance travelled by hydraulic actuator 

𝐴 Area of piston in hydraulic actuator 

𝑄 Volume flux 
 

 
𝑡 =

𝑙 ∙ 𝐴

𝑄
 

6 
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Appendix IV 
The following hydraulic actuators have been chosen from Stacke Hydraulik 

 DA01010300-0200 Shovel gear and lifting/lowering the planting package 

 DA01010700-0150 Swing, creating the force for the digging  

 DA01010900-0200 The upper arm, adjusting the height of the heads 
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Appendix V 
 

 

Figure 52. The final concept with AWP tray solution and swing damper from Indexator 


